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Obligation 8
Avoid And clean up Pollution..
Humans greatest survival challenge is pollution. Our lifestyle
and activity are the biggest polluter. It is affecting climate,
eco chain, environment, food chain, quality of life, weather,
wildlife.. We have to change! Or let pollution make us sick,
sicker and eventually...
A main cause of pollution is people burning things.

It starts with smoking. Continues by burning (coal, dung, gas,
oil, wood,.) to cook (BBQ, home, commercial). Burn (coal, gas,
oil, uranium) to produce ‘Dirty Energy’. Burn (oil, gas, coal,
uranium) for transport of goods and people (individual, mass).
Avoid burning! Close (burning facilities and mines) all sources
of burning material. Destroy available stock environmental
friendly. Breach: individuals, MS R3, entities, MS R7.
see Green Concept!
Warning !!! Custodian guardian families are not to live nearer than 70
km to coal, gas, oil, uranium burning facilities. To avoid a greater risk of
cancers, miscarriage, premature aging, respiratory illness, stillbirth,...
Another major cause of pollution is poisons and toxins entering the water chain (ponds, lakes, streams, rivers, underground reservoirs, ground
water, seas, oceans). Agriculture (Fertilizers, Herbicides, Pesticides..),
Building (waste toxin seep into soil..), Manufacturing (toxic waste..),
Cleaning (phosphates..), Cosmetics (Arsenic Cadmium, Lead, Mercury..), Mining (cyanide, sodium hydroxide, fracking, sulfuric acid), Pharmaceuticals (animal, human drugs, waste). Avoid using poisons, toxins.
Close all sources of poisons, toxins. Destroy available stock environmentally friendly. Breach: individuals, MS R3, entities, MS R7.
In the north Pacific the US and in cooperation with Japan are creating
an artificial island 'Plastic Pollution 1'. The expanding island (current
size: of Greenland) consists mainly of plastics. Being absorbed by sea
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life, birds it has entered the sea food chain.
Eating seafood from this polluted area enters human digestion. Then enters a body’s
bloodstream polluting the whole body leading to misery, suffering. The US and Japan
are to clean up the mess, Now! Custodian
guardian are not to eat seafood (Salmon, Sushi..) from the north Pacific.
Avoid producing non degradable packaging, products.
Food and drink in plastic containers ends. Plastic bedding, clothing, footwear (man made fibers) is bad for
your skin. End production of plastic products, fibers.
Bad News! Plastic is now common in human blood, lungs, organs..!
Will plastic mean a slow sick agonizing..
Business (parasitic, predatory) saw an opportunity of take advantage of
others, profiteering. Profiteers wanted more leisuretime so did unions.
Leisuretime activities cause a lot of garbage, pollution, injuries, health
risks, endanger other species. Most leisuretime activities are environmental vandalism. Useless leisuretime activities are replaced with volunteering in worthwhile community activities furthering human destiny!
Travel, Tourism has developed into a menace. Cruise ships unload
tourists that swarm like insects (cockroaches) over ports and local habitat. They disrupt local lifestyle, drive up living costs for locals. Create
mountains of waste. This entertainment of the idle well off Ends! This also applies to air, coach, rail tourism.

Crowd entertainment ends !
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Crowd entertainment creates a lot of, ‘Garbage’! Council’s are running
out of landfill areas. End mountain’s of, ‘Garbage!

Crowd entertainment needs venues! Councils put large areas aside and
get into high debt building huge venues. Huge costs accumulate for operating and maintaining. The venues are not used 90% of the time. No
more new venues! Existing are demolished!

Crowd entertainment needs huge investment in public, domestic transport and parking! No venues, infrastructure costs are down. Eliminates
road and parking ‘Chaos’!

Crowd entertainment brings global entertainment:
Olympics (para, summer, winter), World tours
(Bands,...), Football (world cup), Gran Prix, F1 (motorcycles, motor cars).
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Crowd entertainment creates big crowds. A big crowd is volatile, fights
often break out, hysteria is possible, stampede... A big crowd is a threat
to themselves and the community. Big crowds are a magnet to all types
of addicts and their suppliers. Big crowds need a lot of expensive security. Big crowd entertainment ends!

Stop polluting punish polluters ! Survive !!!
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